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Abstract
The High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) is a 6 GeV, 1.3
km, ultralow emittance ring-based light source in China.
The construction started in 2019. In this year, the
development of beam commissioning software of HEPS
started. It was planned to use EPICS as the control system
and Python as the main development tools for high level
applications (HLAs). Python has very rich and mature
modules to meet the challenging requirements of HEPS
commissioning and operation, such as PyQt5 for graphical
user interface (GUI) application development, PyEPICS
and P4P for communicating with EPICS. A client-server
framework was proposed for online calculations and
always-running programs. Model based control is also one
important design criteria, all the online commissioning
software should be easily connected to a powerful virtual
accelerator (VA) for comparison and predicting actual
beam behaviour. It was planned to use elegant and Ocelot
as the core calculation model of VA.

INTRODUCTION
The High Energy Photon Source (HEPS) is a 6 GeV,
1.3km, green-field 4th generation storage ring light source
[1]. For this light source, the lattice design and related
physics studies were basically finished [2-6], and the
construction started in mid-2019. The machine
commissioning of LINAC is expected to start in mid-2022.
By this time, the high level applications (HLAs) for beam
commissioning are indispensable.
To achieve this goal, the development of HLAs started
this year. Before the start of development, we investigated
the HLA schemes of almost all the running light sources.
Most of them use the Matlab Middle Layer Toolkit (MML)
[7, 8] as the main commissioning tools, and part of them
developed new specific commissioning tools, such pythonbased aphla of NSLSII [9], and python-based HLA of
Sirius [10]. Recently, python becomes more and more
popular in every walk of life, due to its powerful modules
and easy-to-learn characteristic. And more and more labs
use python as the main development tools for control
software and data analysis tool. In consideration of future
development, economic and time cost, for the HEPS
python was chosen as the main development tools, and
EPICS as the control system. Python has very rich modules
to meet the demands of HLA. PyQt5 was used to develop
GUI app, will be update to pyqt6 in near future, PyEPICS
and P4P were used as the communication tools. The HLA
of HEPS is model-based, we decided to use Elegant [11]
and Ocelot [12] as the core calculation models. A client-

server framework was proposed for online calculations and
always-running programs. All the online commissioning
software should be easily connected to a powerful virtual
accelerator (VA) for comparison and predicting actual
beam behaviour.

APPLICATIONS FRAMEWORK
The development of HLA is collaborative work between
the control group and physics group. The whole control
system framework is shown in Fig. 1, all the applications
were classified into three categories: parameter display and
hardware controls, algorithm-based applications for tuning
or measurements, model-based applications. The
accelerator physics group is responsible for the
development of the algorithm-based and model-based
applications (the green part in Fig.1), and the control group
is responsible for the development of the rest of
applications and the construction of the low-level control
applications (the blue part in Fig. 1).
The control group chose Control System Studio (CSS)
[13] and python display management (PyDM) to build the
parameter display and hardware control applications. The
accelerator physics group is responsible to develop a brand
new platform python accelerator physics application set
(Pyapas) to build the HLA, as shown in Fig.2 with the aim
of including all necessary tools and modules.
Pyapas is not only a set of applications, but also designed
as a platform for the rapid development of HLA. Pyapas
learns design philosophy from PyDM [14] and
OpenXAL [15]. There are three principles of Pyapas, the
first one is that all the applications are physical quantity
based. The parameters we work with should be physical
quantity. For example, when we do the orbit correction, we
should change the magnetic field rather than the current of
the correctors. The second one is that most of the
applications should be server-based, the calculation
process could be running in the background. The third one
is that the applications should be model-based, all the
applications could be connected to the VA, use the
simulation results to tune and predict the behaviour of the
beam.
According to the design principles, a clear roadmap was
made to develop Pyapas. The drag-and-drop way should be
implemented to develop GUI applications quickly. To
develop server-based application, a robust and convenient
client-server framework is indispensable. The model-based
applications and VA require powerful physical models, for
the moment we decide to use the exist mature simulation
code Elegant and Ocelot as the core physical model. To
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Figure 1: The structure of the control system.
make the development of model-based application
intuitive, a new structure will be developed to describe the
whole accelerator. For example there will be a magnet class
to describe a real magnet, and an instance of this class will
hold all the information of one magnet include channels
and connector to call tracking algorithm. With these classes
it is convenient to control machine and setup simulation,
even control the machine based on simulation results. And
the channel class based on EPICS for communication with
machine should also be embedded. The adaptor for
connecting to database is also on the development list.
The above development list describes the core
elements of Pyapas, but it’s not the ultimate goal. Machine
learning is also on the development list, data acquisition
and model training modules will be added to Pyapas. With
trained model it will be easily to predict and control the
actual machine through Pyapas.
To achieve the above goals, lots of development tasks
have been started and some were already done. Extended
QtDesigner was added to Pyapas as GUI development tool.
Many customized widgets were embedded for rapid
development, such as plot widgets, table widget with filter.
The connectors were developed to connect to elegant and
ocelot used as the core physical model. RPC and mDNS
were implemented to build service applications, and
adaptor for MySQL was also added to connect the database.

Figure 2: The structure of Pyapas.

APPLICATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
For the requirements of the upcoming LINAC
commissioning, the necessary applications are already
under development, includes launcher, orbit correction,
phase scan, emittance measurement, beam based alignment,
energy and energy spread measurement, virtual accelerator
and so on.
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As shown in Fig. 3, the launcher application is servicebased. All the applications of Pyapas will register itself on
the local network through mDNS, and the launcher could
monitor the status of all the launched applications and do
the close and launch actions.
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CONCLUSION
The development of HLAs for HPES started this year. A
new python-based flexible framework Pyapas is proposed
to build HLA of HEPS. Pyapas is positioned as a platform
for rapid development of beam commissioning software, it
will be as convenient as CSS. Different from CSS for
building display and hardware control applications, Pyapas
is designed to build model-based applications. We keep
adding new features and modules to it to make it more
powerful.
To meet the requirements of upcoming beam
commissioning of LINAC, the necessary applications are
under development.
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